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The Troll Platform Concepts

POO 1986 Version Chosen Concept

1986 Plan for development and operation
- fully integrated monotower platform (basis for Storting 1987 approval)
- Weights (1000 tonnes): Gravity Base Structure 1000, topside 72
- Export capacity 27 BCM/y
- Offshore personnel: 200
- Field investments: 39 bill. 1996-NOK (incl. pipelines)
- Onshore gas processing was considered, but rejected

As the planning continued, extensive studies and discussions on alternative
development concepts were performed in the licence. Main purpose: Reduce costs

The development operator Shell and Statoil agreed in 1988 to re-examine the
possibility of onshore processing. Due to the new multiphase technology, shipping
of the unprocessed gas to Koilsnes some 60 km away was proven possible

Main issues considered - pipeline aspects :
- Predict and control the unprocessed well stream (condensate, gas, water)
- Control hydrating process
- Monitor corrosion

Final solution - (wellhead platform with land based processing):
- Weights (1000 tonnes): Gravity Base Structure 400, topside 14
- Export capacity 42 BCM/y
- Offshore personnel: 20
- Field investments: 33 bill.1996- NOK (incl. pipelines and onshore facilities)



The Kollsnes Site

The onshore processing plant is located at Kollsnes in 0ygarden, 62 km from the
platform, connected by pipelines crossing the 300 m deep Norwegian trench: Two 36
" pipelines shipping the well stream onshore, one 4 " glycol pipeline (when mixed
and continuously shipped along with the multiphased well stream - anti-corrosion
impact), one 40" export pipeline to Sleipner, one 8" condensate pipeline to Hydro's
oil terminal at Sture

Due to rugged coast line, it was necessary to bring pipelines through 3700 m sub sea
tunnels starting 180 m below sea level

Site construction data: 1,3 mill solid rock removed by using 1000 tonnes dynamite,
total site area 700 000 m2, top manning rate 3200 (1993)

Initial capacity (without further added compression) 100 mill m3/day or 30 BCM/y
Total costs of Kollsnes onshore facilities NOK 11,5 bill.
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Norway's position in the West-European gas market

Gas production curve from NCS prior to Troll Western Europe -
demand expectations in 1986
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Norway's commercial position in 1985 and 1986 prior to the Troll agreements;
- Depletion sales contracts for gas from Statfjord, Heimdal and Gullfaks in 1981
- Rapidly falling sales volume from mid 1990'ies
- Prices based on the oil parity principle and linked to crude oil prices
- Single string transportation from Statfjord to Ekofisk. Norpipe system link to the
Continent

- UK government rejected British Gas' purchase of gas from Sleipner East, set-back
for development of NCS activities

Demand:
- After the Iran-Iraq war in 1979 - oil price increase
- OECD economic setback in 1981- 83, consequently significantly reduced oil and
gas demand

- Concensus view: limited scope for natural gas to power generation
- Expected increase in West-European Natural Gas demand 1985-2000 to be 22
BCM/y
-1986 -oil prices fall

Supply:
- USSR entered new gas sales agreements in the early 1980'ies, abundant potential

further supply possibilities
- Dutch exports increase in the early 1980'ies
- New Algerian projects, deliveries through Transmed pipeline from 1983



Cold war and the role of Norwegian gas
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1985 prognosis - Norwegian depletion contracts' market share of
total gas consumption in West Germany and France in 2000

West Germany France

NCS depletion contracts • Total gas consumption

Source: Purvin & Gertz, 1985

As the Continental buyers in the early 1980'ies were negotiating for additional
volumes up to 30 BCM/y from the Soviet Union, USA favoured boycott of exports of
high-tech equipment and reduced trade to weaken Soviet economy and reduce the
potential for further increase in build-up of Soviet armaments

After the oil embargo in 1973 revealed an international dependence on oil imports,
reduced dependence on Soviet gas supplies and source diversification was
desirable

A possible speed up of Troll development to substitute Soviet deliveries discussed
within the Reagan administration - Troll as main agenda subject in National Security
Council. Due to physical restrictions - 300 m water depth and 1000 km sub sea
pipelines - speeding up the development of Troll as an alternative was not possible

In an expanding West European gas market, major European gas companies wanted
increased diversification of supply. As the chart shows, a 1985 prognosis of the
Norwegian share of the West-German and French markets in year 2000 indicated a
limited (see figure) and rapidly declining share

Commercial - and not political - driving forces basis for the development of Troll.
Subsequently - development of Troll based on sound commercial principles
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The Initial TGSA buyers and sellers - volume positions
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Sellers Buyers

Due to large project investments, large initial sales volumes necessary to give the
project and the Plan for Development and Operation (PDO) a commercial basis.
Impact - close co-ordination and co-operation among involved companies on both
buyer's and seller's side required to realize this project

Initial buyers - Ruhrgas, Thyssengas, BEB, Distrigaz, Gasunie, Gaz de France
Total volumes requested approx.18 BCM/y from after 2000

Sellers consortium - Troll group (as contracts were signed);
- Statoil, Norsk Hydro, Saga, Shell, Mobil, Conoco
- Total volume aspirations at least 18 BCM/y from after 2000

The ownership structure has since been changed. Mobil has sold their share, Elf and
Total have become new Troll licensees



Challenges to be overcome by
TGSA sellers and buyers

• High project investments

• Extensive project lead time

• Economics of scale, substantial volume commitments necessary to
secure project development

• Co-operation between investors required to realize project

• Co-operation between buyers required to secure sufficient market outlet

• Co-operation between buyers and sellers to ensure viable solutions
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Gas Transportation Systems in 1986
Existing/decided pipelines
_ Statpipe/'Norpipe
,. Frigg pipeline

Planned
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New Commercial Elements of Troll

# Volume
-» Fixed annual volumes, not recoverable reserves
™» Flexible build-up of deliveries to adjust volumes to

market developments
a* Volume options linked to market development
«» Plateau deliveries for 20 years

9 Pricing
«* Market value pricing
.» Prices indexed to competing fuels
~» Price reopeners

» Distribution of risks between buyer and seller;
-» Buyer to take volume risk
»» Seller to take price risk - market value principle

0 Individual contracts between buyers and sellers

0 Different delivery points
»• New transportation route established, landing point

Zeebriigge in addition to Emden
«* Contracted delivery point - national border



Initial volumes distributed on Buyers
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Individual contracts between each seller and national buyer
Volume obligations on buyers and sellers
Plateau level amounting to about 18 BCM/y
Deliveries to start in the Autumn 1993
Plateau to be reached in 2001

Options for buyers to increase the plateau level by more than 10 BCM/y linked to
market development.

Sleipner field to deliver in 1993, both Sleipner and Troll from 1996
Troll-Sleipner volume supply split and revenue sharing mechanism to be negotiated
between Troll and Sleipner license holders
Commercial basis for PDO presented in the Autumn 1986



Development of sales profile from 1986-94 smtoiL
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Continental markets for Troll gas were Germany, France, Belgium and the
Netherlands.

The initial annual TGSA volume was expanded when AFG/OMV signed a contract in
Nov. 1986 and Enagas in April 1988

Including new sales to SEP, Electrabel, Ruhrgas and National Power, total annual
commitments amount to 42,7 BCM

Sales to VNG, additional sales to established customers and execution of all the
buyers' Troll options, have brought the total sales from the Norwegian Continental
Shelf up to a level of more than 60 BCM/y



Norwegian natural gas market shares
Based on domestic supply and contracted volumes

Germany France Belgium Netherlands UK Austria Spain

The Troll Gas Sales Agreements have made Norway a major supplier to the
Continental Market
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The Norwegian Gas Machine
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c Transportation capacity to the Continent

. Norpipe

. Europipe I
p Europipe II

Total East

, Zeepipe
p Norfra

Total west

15 GSm3
13 GSm3
16 GSm3

44 GSm3

12 GSm3
16 GSm3

28 GSm3

TOTAL CONTINENT 72 GSm3

(Total UK 10 GSm3)

To fulfil delivery of the TGSA obligations these projects had to be realised:
- production installations at Sleipner and Troll,
- the pipeline Zeepipe from Sleipner to Zeebriigge
- the condensate pipeline from Sleipner to Karsto
- the condensate processing facility at Karsto
- the terminal in Zeebriigge
- the gas storage facility in Etzel
- Europipe pipeline from the Sleipner area to Emden
- gas pipeline from Troll to Kollsnes
- pipeline from Kollsnes to Sleipner
- an additional pipeline from Kollsnes to 16/11
- onshore facilities at Kollsnes
The design capacity of Europipe 1 and Zeepipe amounts to 25 BCM/y

To fulfil contractual delivery obligations, a pipeline from 16/11 to Dunkerque will
have to be in place by 1998. By 1999 an additional line to Dornum in the northern part
of Germany will have to be in place
The Asgard field off Mid Norway will be developed. An export pipeline from that field
to Karsto will be in place by year 2000

The total remaining investments - incl. all infrastructure and terminal facilities - are
expected to amount to approx. 70 bill. NOK or USD 11 bill.
The total investment cost (past and planned) is expected to amount to some NOK
170 bill. (USD 25 bill.)



Future volume and cost development
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The Troll contracts created the basis for a quantum leap in the development of
Norwegian gas activities
- An extensive production and transportation system has been developed
- New contractual concepts have been introduced
- Major improvements in technology have been tested. Through integrated project

execution, substantial cost reductions have been achieved
- All elements of the "Troll" projects have been executed according to budget and
time schedule, in spite of certain set-backs

Even after subtracting gas volumes sold or committed under existing contracts,
about 50% of the original resource basis remains unsold. On the basis of proven
reserves and possible new gas projects, we believe Norwegian gas exports could be
increased to about 80 BCM/y given the appropriate conditions

Based on competitive unit costs and integrated planning (from reservoir to field
development, processing, transmission and market understanding and adaptation to
market demands), the Norwegian Continental Shelf is well positioned to meet new
challenges



The Troll Platform
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- Gas export capacity from the Troll platform is 42 BCM/y (in energy terms three
times Norwegian electricity production),

- or 1,3 times the gas consumption in France
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The Troll Field
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The Troll field was discovered in 1979:
- Platform location some 60 km. west of the Norwegian coast, reservoir approx. 1500

meters below the sea level (sea depth 300 meters), field covers area of approx. 700
km2
- Reservoir sands date from Jura period (200 -140 mill, years ago)

Reserves (Troll unit):
- Reserves in place approx. 1700 BCM gas, some 650 mill. Sm3 oil, 70 mill. Sm3
condensate

- Recoverable reserves approx. 1300 BCM gas, 190 mill Sm3 oil, 50 mill. Sm3
condensate

License participants - distribution of ownership in the unitized Troll field pr. July 1996

Statoil (74.576 incl. the State's direct ownership), Norske Shell (8.288), Norsk Hydro
(7.688), Saga Petroleum (4.080), Elf Petroleum Norge (2.353), Total Norge (1.353),
Conoco Norway Inc. (1.661)


